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REPRODUCIBLE

Identifying Essential Standards Protocol

Step Action Anticipated Timeline

1

The team discusses the criteria it will use to choose its essential stan-
dards. All essential standards should have endurance, leverage, and 
readiness and should be needed for high-stakes assessments.

Five minutes

2

The team considers how to organize the standards for its review, if 
necessary. For example, in ELA, teams may first examine the strand of 
reading and reading foundations standards, then move to the writing 
standards, and then finally, examine the language and speaking and 
listening standards.

Five minutes

3

Each team member independently works through a strand or cluster of 
standards and chooses those he or she believes fit one or more criteria.

Five to ten minutes 
per strand or cluster of 
standards 

4

The team builds consensus on the standards one at a time, making sure 
all team members are involved in the process. Some standards will start 
with total agreement (everyone believes it is or is not essential), but 
most of them will involve discussion to reach consensus.

Thirty minutes or 
longer, depending on the 
structure and number 
of the standards being 
reviewed

5

The team examines data about student performance. Are there areas 
of particular strength or weakness? If so, the team ensures its essential 
standards reflect this by adding standards to shore up weaknesses.

Twenty minutes

6

The team uses district or state (or provincial) documents to ensure that 
the expectations the documents express align to the team’s expecta-
tions for students. These documents might include test specifications, 
assessment blueprints, or documents the standards writers developed. 
For example, if assessment blueprints show an emphasis on text-depen-
dent questions, it’s important that the team reflects this emphasis in its 
drafted list of essential standards.

Twenty minutes

7

Team members work with other teams in their PLC to vertically align 
their essential standards. That is, they work with teams at the higher and 
lower grade levels or with teams that teach prerequisite and subsequent 
courses to confirm they have aligned skill progressions.

Sixty minutes (This 
occurs after all teams 
have developed a rough 
draft of their essential 
standards.)

Source: Adapted from Ainsworth, L. (2004). Power standards: Identifying the standards that matter the most. Englewood, CO: 
Advanced Learning Press.
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